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Executive Summary
Effective fight against the trafficking of antiquities requires policies made in source, transit, and target
countries. The current level of trafficking of the antiquities cases point to weakness of policies implemented
in these countries. More specifically, law enforcement lacks to fight against antiquities traffickers
networked globally.
The Syrian case is the illustration of how countries in three categories are incapable of the fight against
antiquities traffickers. Recently plundered antiquities either by terrorist organizations or by criminal groups
easily travel to target markets through transit countries. It would be optimistic to expect a serious fight in
Syria, as a source country, under heavy war conditions. However, transit and target countries in Syrian
antiquities are capable of making effective policies against the trafficking of antiquities.
Turkey is a transit country for many kinds of smuggling and trafficking, including antiquities, which is
skyrocketed as an anticipated consequence of Syrian conflict. However, law enforcement in Turkey
underperforms in the fight against antiquities traffickers.
This policy brief explains how Turkey is used as a transit country in the trafficking of Syrian antiquities
and what law enforcement needs to do for an effective fight.
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Introduction
Smuggling and trafficking cases categorize countries by source, transit, and target countries. Many
countries fall into one or more than one of these categories. Turkey is positioned in three categories for
several kinds of trafficking and smuggling cases. One of them is the trafficking of antiquities.
Turkey and Syria are both home to rich cultural and historical heritage stemming from their location in the
Middle East. Whereas this heritage has been threatened through illegal excavations or robbing in Turkey,
it has increasingly been plundered in Syria by terrorist groups as a consequence of ongoing civil war. Turkey
has occupied a transit position in the transferring of these antiquities to Western countries.
Previous involvement in the trafficking of antiquities in Turkey has resulted in the accumulation of
knowledge, experiences, and networks by criminal groups. At present, this experience is being leveraged
in the transfer of Syrian antiquities looted predominantly by a terrorist organization known as the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Local smugglers, criminal groups, terrorists, and facilitators such as collectors
and dealers have become involved in the organized trafficking of Turkish and Syrian antiquities. This study
analyzes the problem of antiquities trafficking in Syria and recommends what actions law enforcement
needs to take in transit countries in the example of Turkey.
Problem
Turkey is a source, transit, and destination country for many kinds of smuggling and trafficking, including
antiquities. Its geographic location, endemic corruption, and judicial vacuums as well as the ongoing
conflicts in its neighboring countries and the presence of terrorist organizations create a favorable
environment for criminals and terrorists to operate in Turkey.1 Currently, Turkey is facing significant levels
of arms smuggling, drug trafficking, human smuggling and trafficking, oil and cigarette smuggling and
antiquities trafficking, particularly on its borders with Iran, Iraq, and Syria.2
Antiquities trafficking in Turkey has undergone three distinct periods of development. The first period
covers the cases recorded in the 1990s, most of which included robberies of antiquities from museums.3
There was a steady increase in the number of stolen antiquities in the late 1990s.4 During these years, the
most-targeted destination countries for Turkish art traffickers were the US,5 Germany, Russia, Austria,
Denmark, and the UK.6 In addition, the trafficking of antiquities was a nationwide phenomenon in the late
1990s, since the police recorded seizures in 55 out of Turkey’s 81 provinces.7 Analyses of these cases
indicate that antiquities traffickers consisted of mostly robbers and illegal excavators operating individually
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and locally as well as dealers in metropolitan cities connected to international traffickers who facilitated
the sale of these antiquities abroad, mostly to the US.8
The second and third periods points to the transit characteristic of Turkey. In the second period, Turkey
was exposed to massive smuggling of antiquities during US intervention in Iraq in 2003,9 which brought
about plundering of antiquities in Iraq.10 A considerable number of antiquities was looted by criminal
groups in Iraq and marketed in Western countries.11
Smuggling and trafficking have been a serious issue on the Turkish and Iraqi border for decades. This area
was used by traffickers of antiquities in the 1990s12 and 2000s. Turkish statistics from the early 2000s affirm
that Turkey was used as an alternative transit country for the transfer of Iraqi antiquities. While the number
of antiquities trafficking cases was 252 in 2003, the number rose to 525 in 2004.13 There was also a spike
in the number of antiquities seized by law enforcement during this period, which rose from 3,255 in 2003
to 6,283 in 2004.14 This increase continued in the years after 2004.15
The third period of antiquities trafficking point to the cases linked to Syria. After the conflict, mainly drug
and cigarette traffickers have begun to use the Syrian and Turkish route. Turkish human smugglers have
played a critical role in transporting Syrian refugees to Western countries.16 In addition, Syrian nationals
seem to make up a large proportion of the foreign individuals involved in certain types of smuggling and
trafficking. For example, 86% of foreign cannabis traffickers and 80% of foreign Captagon traffickers
arrested in Turkey in 2014 were Syrians.17 They have also committed fraud and counterfeiting.18 The
conflict in Syria has also impacted Turkey in terms of the trafficking of antiquities that have been plundered
by criminals and ISIS terrorists.19
ISIS generates revenue from its territory of control. One of the sources of revenue is the plundering of
antiquities. ISIS controlled 5000 archaeological sites as of late 2015. Documents found in one of the raids
on an ISIS cell revealed that ISIS is well organized in the trafficking of antiquities through the establishment
of administrative and logistical resources that allow it to derive revenue from the antiquities. According to
the documents, ISIS has set up sub-units responsible for marketing; excavation exploration, and
identification of new sites; research and investigation of known sites; and administration.20 At this point,
Turkey generally serves as a gateway for connecting the antiquities to international markets. 21 The reports
of the Turkish Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime Department (KOM- Kacakcilik ve Organize Suclarla
Mucadele Daire Baskanligi) have confirmed the impacts of the Syrian conflict, underlining the looting of
Syrian cultural and historical heritage, traffickers’ marketing of that heritage in Turkey, and the transfer of
antiquities to Western countries via Turkey.22
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A comparison of antiquities seizures, as shown in Figure 1, in two Turkish cities neighboring Syria,
Gaziantep and Hatay, illustrates the increase in trafficking. Whereas the number of antiquities seized was
878 combined for both cities in 2010, the year before the Syrian war started, that number sharply rose to
4,524 in 2012.
Figure 1: Seizures in Gaziantep and Hatay Before and After the Syrian War
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These cities are the closest Turkish cities to the ISIS-controlled territories in Syria. Currently, Gaziantep
shares a border with ISIS territory. The number of antiquities seized in Gaziantep was 2,240 in 2013,23 and
2,789 in 2015,24 confirmed by news reports that there were seizures of antiquities being trafficked by
Syrians in Gaziantep in 2015. For instance, the police arrested a Syrian smuggler in possession of a few
antiquities, including a statue.25
According to the research,26 ISIS militants exploited previously established criminal networks between
Turkey and Syria in 2013 and 2014. These criminals predominantly were smugglers who were resourceful
and active in different areas of smuggling. Local smugglers were transferring antiquities to brokers who
were linked to antiquities trafficking groups. Recently, ISIS has eliminated the use of local smugglers;
instead, the organization has used ISIS militants in Turkey in order to increase the amount of revenue. These
militants have smuggled antiquities to Turkey and handed them over to militants who are directly linked to
antiquities trafficking groups.27 These antiquities have been transported to Western countries, including the
UK.28 Media reports confirm the research findings. In one of them, the correspondent contacted an ISIS
smuggler in a southern Turkish town near the Syrian border who attempted to sell a relief statue trafficked
from Palmyra.29
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In Turkey, antiquities traffickers consist of amateurs, facilitators, and criminal groups. The amateurs are
predominantly illegal excavators who are interested in antiquities and conduct their business through
personal networks or websites that facilitate the marketing of antiquities. Amateurs are the most crowded
group of traffickers in Turkey. In 2014, most of the traffickers arrested were illegal excavators. The
increasing number of Turkish websites in this area is encouraging people to become interested in
antiquities.30 It should be noted that the widespread interest in antiquities has led to the emergence of fraud
cases. In 2011, the police discovered a laboratory that was being used to manufacture counterfeit
antiquities.31
The facilitators are collectors and dealers who either operate individually or are linked to traffickers. Their
role is to provide international connections for the marketing of antiquities. Using land- or sea-based
transportation, companies transfer these antiquities to international dealers. The fact that most of the
seizures have been made in the cities of Istanbul, Izmir, Antalya and Mugla indicates that these collectors
and dealers operate in metropolitan or harbor cities. It is common to see the abuse of legal dealers in the
trafficking of antiquities through the exploitation of their legal status.32
Criminal groups consisting of local smugglers and well-networked transnational groups make up the third
type of trafficker. The police reported 44 organized crime groups operating in this area in 2009. 33 This
number decreased to 22 in 2010,34 24 in 2013,35 and 13 in 2015. Criminal groups are composed of illegal
excavators, collectors, and marketers, and their operations include selecting archeological preservation
areas, employing local inhabitants for excavation, maintaining their activities by means of agents in other
regions, and transferring antiquities abroad.36
Criminal groups in Turkey are transnational, as they are networked with foreign smugglers and traffickers.
Turkish law enforcement arrests hundreds of foreign smugglers and traffickers operating in the areas of
drugs, cigarettes, arms, and human beings every year. For example, drug traffickers from a considerable
number of countries were arrested in 2012 and 2013.37 Out of 123 cocaine traffickers arrested in 2014, the
number of foreign traffickers was 117.38 Law enforcement operations have confirmed that Turkish
antiquities traffickers have operated in networks. In 2015, law enforcement detected a transnational
antiquities trafficking groups.39
Turkish criminal groups characteristically are capable of moving easily into different types of smuggling
and trafficking. They tend to carry out their activities where there is a potential for greater revenue and
lower risk.40 Law enforcement determined that 122 drug traffickers who were arrested with at least 50 grams
of heroin between 2010 and 2012 had moved into cigarette smuggling. 41 When adapting to different types
of trafficking, criminal groups in Turkey are not limited to the trafficking and smuggling of drugs or humans
5

In the 1990s, the police seized nuclear substances and antiquities from the same group, indicating even
broader flexibility among traffickers.42 In 2004, two traffickers attempted to sell an Aphrodite statue to a
German purchaser. When they were arrested in Istanbul, the police found drugs and counterfeit ID cards
with them. 43
Just as the destination countries for trafficked antiquities were the US and Western European countries in
the 1990s and the early 2000s, antiquities traffickers have continued to target these same countries. In
2012, “The Winged Seahorse Brooch” stolen from the Uşak City Museum was seized in Germany, and the
“Orpheus Mosaic” smuggled from the city of Şanlıurfa was seized in the US.44 As shown in the map below,
Turkish antiquities trafficking cases indicate that traffickers use diverse land and sea routes to transport
antiquities, including:45


using the Balkans land route through, Bulgaria, Romania, and Austria to Germany, France, and
Switzerland;



using the Mediterranean Sea route from Turkish harbor cities to Italy and then to Germany,
Scotland, the UK, and the US; and



using the Black Sea route from Turkish harbor cities to Romanian, Russian, or Ukrainian harbors
and then to Germany, Scotland, the UK, and the US.
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Map 1: Antiquities Trafficking Routes Transiting Turkey

Source: 2013 Turkish Report of Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime

Policy Issues and Recommendations
Combating the trafficking of antiquities is one of the most challenging areas of law enforcement, inasmuch
as these traffickers are highly networked and operate under the highest confidentiality. However, the
structure of the law enforcement units that are responsible for fighting against antiquities trafficking shows
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that Turkey pays little attention to the fight in this area, as these units are small-scale bureaus consisting of
several law enforcement officials who handle the trafficking of antiquities.46
The Turkish fighting capacity against any kind of smuggling and trafficking has been reduced dramatically
due to the consequences of a graft scandal in December 201347 in which the corruption activities of the
government were disclosed. After this operation, the Turkish government fired or reassigned the entire
personnel of the law enforcement units that are responsible for fighting against smuggling and trafficking,
even though the corruption operation was conducted by the Financial Crimes Unit of the Istanbul police
department. Reassignments and readjustments in entire units have led to the loss of the institutional
memory, knowledge, and experiences accumulated by these units over decades of work against smuggling
and trafficking.48 For instance, the number of arrests in corruption investigations decreased by 87%, the
number of oil smugglers by 75%, the number of arrests in mafia-type criminal investigations by 82%, and
the amount of crime proceeds confiscated by 93% in 201549 as shown in the figure below.
Figure 2: The Comparison of 2013 and 2015 Statistics on Various Crimes
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Source: Source: 2013 and 2015 Turkish Reports of Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime

Also, the gradual increase in the number of antiquities trafficking cases between 2010 and 2013 was
reversed in 2014 and 2015.50 Similarly, as shown in Figure 3 below, the number of arrests in the trafficking
of antiquities cases steadily decreased in 2014 and 2015.51 Newly appointed personnel lack experience in
the fight against this highly specialized kind of trafficking.52
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Figure 3: The Arrests in Antiquities Trafficking Cases between 2011 and 2015
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Source: 2015 Turkish Report of Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime
Additionally, the rising terror threat – in particular to the eastern and southeastern regions of the country –
presents opportunities to all types of trafficking and smuggling groups. Since 2015, the PKK and ISIS have
carried out numerous attacks in Turkey. Hundreds of people have been killed in the attacks conducted by
these terrorist organizations since the summer of 2015. Thus, law enforcement officials give priority to
security, ignoring the operations of traffickers and smugglers who are actively operating on the Turkish
borders with Iran, Iraq, and Syria.53
It seems unlikely that there will be an effective fight against antiquities traffickers in Turkey in the short
term. The responsible units are incapable of responding successfully to flexible and well-organized criminal
groups. ISIS has the capacity to transport its militants and financial resources over the Turkish and Syrian
border. The units combating traffickers in Turkey and Syria have inadequately cooperated for decades.
Currently, there is no link between the two countries on the law enforcement side, even as there is a high
level of cooperation between the trafficking groups operating in both countries.54
In conclusion, the following policies are recommended for law enforcement:


Turkey should increase the level of bureaucratic representation in the units responsible for
combating the trafficking of antiquities. These units should be represented higher than at the bureau
level, and law enforcement in charge of the trafficking of antiquities must be trained.



In addition, special divisions expert on trafficking of antiquities should be established in Istanbul,
Antalya, and Izmir, which are used as collection, marketing, and transit areas for traffickers as well
as in Gaziantep, Hatay, Sanliurfa, Mardin and Kilis located in Turkish and Syrian border which are
9

used as smuggling areas. Currently-assigned law enforcement in these cities must be raised
awareness.



A task force should be established from the members of law enforcement composing countries that
are used as source, transit, and destination countries for antiquities trafficked from Syria. For
example, most Turkish cases show that traffickers in Turkey, Germany, the UK, and the US are
networked with each other. Therefore, the task force should include members from these countries
and others where linkages are present.
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